
Fireground Compass®

The Fireground Compass® is a lightweight, easy-to-use tool that combines a 
compass with rotating bezels. It has a “building bezel” with four points labeled 
A-B-C-D, corresponding to firefighters’ current labeling system for each side of a
building. First, the compass is oriented to north. Then, the bezel rotates to 
reference the A-B-C-D sides of the building. Together, the compass and rotating
bezel combine to give users a common reference point. A separate, “command
bezel” helps indicate where the command post or point of entry is located relative to
the building. The durable and heat-resistant compass is illuminated by LED lights,
making it easy to read in dark or smoke-filled environments. The compass is sized
specifically to be used with gloved hands, allowing firefighters to easily and quickly
orient the compass. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

BH004 Fireground Compass® $98.95

Quickly and Easily Navigate Your Way to Safety

BG507

Bunker Belt®

Transporting PPE Gear Made Easy!

BG507 Bunker Belt® (Specify Attachment Strap Color: Black or Red) $38.95
BG504 Pocket Tool Fold with Flap $21.95

The Bunker Belt® System is your bag without a bag. The Bunker
Belt® enables fire fighters to easily assemble all their gear on the
Bunker Belt®, including boots, bunker pants, coat, helmet, tool
bag, face mask bag, gloves and any other items you want to
attach. Assemble all your gear in less than 60 seconds and deploy
your equipment for calls in less time. Made in the U.S.A.

2" heavy & super heavy weight webbing
Red or black attachment strap with 4 carabiners
Shoulder strap with rubber comfort pad
Quick-release buckles for fast deployment
Boot strap with custom slide and keeper for easy adjustment

BG504 - Sold 
separately. Tools 
not included.

BG507

5

The new S.I.D. is a distinct helmet mounted illumination device designed specifically
for emergency workers. S.I.D.’s unique illumination can be seen from long distances
in low visibility conditions or complete darkness (haze, fog, or smoke). S.I.D. will
withstand extreme heat, inclement weather conditions,
and is impact-resistant. Use S.I.D. as a personal alert
safety system or emergency lighting. S.I.D.’s compo-
nents are designed to satisfy industry standards.

Safety Illumination Device (S.I.D.)
Fits All Major Brands of Fire Helmets

BD140 Safety Illumination Device $39.95

Confined space rescue
Roadway/highway motor vehicle collisions
The parking of fire apparatus; stopping traffic

Additional Uses:

Safe, compact and highly visible
Meets MUTCD Standards
Constructed of orange waterproof nylon
Internal light has two settings: steady burn & flashing
Cone light endures 100,000 flashes or 36 hrs. of steady burn
Collapses flat for easy storage
Replaceable lithium battery
Sold in packs of 4 cones with one carrying bag included 
Ship. wt. 17 lbs.

Pop-Up Flashing Cones

Carrying bag

BG503 Pop-Up Flashing Cones (Set of Four) $154.95
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Compact size:
43/4" diameter

Be seen in low 
visibility conditions
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